**How we win**
When you vote Green, even if your candidate doesn’t win:

- You participate, instead of just staying home
- You show there’s real support for new ideas
- You make the major party candidates confront issues they would rather ignore

**Get involved**
To find out how to get involved, and to learn more about the Green Party of the United States, go to GP.org.

**Our values**

**Peace**
Our country’s long wars and worldwide military presence are immoral and unsustainable.

**Ecology**
The cost of climate change is too high. We must get off fossil fuels and move to renewable energy.

**Democracy**
We demand public financing of elections, open debates, and more representative voting systems.

**Social Justice**
Falling wages are hitting most of us, and the poor are hit the hardest. We demand a living wage and a real safety net.
**America needs the Green Party**

Most Americans don’t believe politics is for them. Two-thirds of us didn’t bother to vote in the last election.

At the same time, lots of people are getting into activism and finding bold new ways to challenge the system. They want something that can’t be controlled by big money or a powerful elite. More people now feel they need a third party to represent them. The Green Party is that party. We need to get beyond red and blue.

**This way for real change**

We have a grassroots, bottom-up approach based on our values and our vision of a better world.

We run candidates who aren’t beholden to big business. Many come from progressive movements. And we win elections. With electoral reforms like Instant Runoff Voting (IRV) and public campaign financing, we can win a lot more.

**If not the Green Party, then who?**

If the Green Party doesn’t challenge the two-party system and the 1%, who will? Who’s going to fight for the common sense solutions that will move us toward a sustainable future? Who’s going to replace corrupt and ineffectual politicians with people who represent YOU?

**Now is the time**

America was once the “land of opportunity.” But since the 1970’s, all the trend lines have pointed down. Many of us – too many -- can only see a bleak future.

Climate change is already here: record-breaking floods, droughts, storms, and toxic spills. More of the same is in store – if we don’t act now.

Government must be part of the solution, but when it’s controlled by the 1%, it’s part of the problem. The longer we wait for change, the harder it gets. Don’t stay home on election day. **Vote Green.**

---

“**I’m Green because I matter.**”  
Darryl Moch, Washington DC

“A strong Green presence in local government makes a huge difference. We negotiated a first-in-the-nation Clean Energy Partnership with electric and natural gas providers, and adopted Ranked Choice Voting for city elections.”  
Cam Gordon, City Councilmember Minneapolis, MN